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of farmeri- In Mow- •
-A commit
nty has worked out
gomery
uners guide in the form it
"her
11-eceritele caMe recatilltY -Ale're;
McDaniel said the card -ea,
lbesed on information aired'ad ey
I the University of Kentucky. Twenty
eight 'farzrez•s assisted in making
the score sheet.
Fifty-two owners of beef herns
in Montgomery county are uaing
"horn stop." the counter agent es6m:dud. Twelve farmers recently
out in mineral feeders to hold se't
!..nd bonemeal. More cattlemen are
-teis...e calf-creeps

Weather
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
colder tonight preceeded by
showers extreme east portion this evening; low 40 -to
45 west, and upper 40s east
portion; Wednesday fair and
cooler.
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8.000

Republicans —Murray State
Seen & Hear west or
Battle Sees
Hold Meeting Theatre Will
Around
Present Play
MURRAY 10 MIG's Down

-Saw Truck looted

PoliticalSpotlight-Focused
On Two Midwestern States
By United Press
The political spotlight focuses on
two midwestern states today. ..the
scene of presidential primaries.
The Republican race in Wisconsin among four candidates is regarded as crucial to the Presidential hopes of Senator Tad of Ohio
who was overshadowed by General
Eisenhower in New Hampshire,
Minhesota and Main.
However. Taft is confident of
victory today in Wisconsin. General
Eisenhower is not entered in the
race and write-in votes are not
permitted,
But two other Republicans,, lerrold Stassen, and Governor Earl
Warren of California. have, both

Grover Wood Tames was elected
county chairman of the Calloway
County Republican Party at a meeting 'on Saturday afternoon. Dr P.
A. Hart is the retiring chairman.
Other officers elected were Mrs.
B W. Coleman. county Chairerceve;
Buford Hurt. secretary; D. L. Divelbiss, treasurer.
A mass meeting N ill be held on
Saturday at the court house for
the election of delegates to the
state convehtion. No intimatron was
given by local Republicans as to
sale) the delegates would eupeort
it. the coming presidential primary.
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been trying to corral Eisenhower
votes. And pro-Eisenhower voter,'
in Wisconsin are faced with the
question of casting a ballot for
Stassen or Warren in order to register their opinion.
Also entered in the Wisconsin
race is a "stand-in" candidate for
General MacArthur. At stake xis
30 Republican delegates.
Senator Estes Kefauver of Tennessee and two pro-Truman candidates are listed on the Democratic
ticket. But the line-up again posers
a, puzzle to Wisconsin voters since
the pro-Truman candidates have no
standard-bearer now. Twenty-.is
Democratic convention delegates are
on the block in Wisconsin.
A record one-million voters are
expected to turn out despite 3
forecast of drizzly weather.
Meanwhile, Democratic politicians
will be casting a weather eye on
Senator Kefauver and Senator Robert Kerr of Oklahoma who are
battling for 12 convention delegates
in the primary in Nebraska today.
The politicians will be sizing up
the vote-getting power of both
men in the primary today in an
effort to assess them as potential
party standard bearers.
The only Republicans in the race
are Harold Stassen and a etand-tn
andidate for General MacArthur
ut a write-in campaign foe Taft
and Eisenhower has attractmi wide
interest. There are 18 Republican
delegates at stake In the Nebraska
primary
and the forecasts are for
a -falr-seasila day-- mate-

-By United Peels'
A merry mad comedy about 3
The biggest air battle of
.1952
wacky Manhattan • family whose
About all we've seen and heard raged in
the skies oVer -North
members do exactly as they pleaoe
to: the past week is cleaning Korea
today.
. equipment. Getting ready fur the
has been chosen by the Murrey
Saberjet pilots shot down 10
State Theatre players as :heir next
open house we had last Friday. Communist
MIG's, probably destroypresentation, to 'open at the college
ed three, and damaged 10
others
auditorium for a three day perOf coarse we told everybody in eight sepatate
dogfights.
formance starting April 24. Tails
that the shop always stayed the: The UN
score was the second
is -"You Can't Take It With You,"
clean.
largest kill of the war. Only last
the Broadway hilarity hit
December 13 was a bigger day for
George S. Kaufman and Mess Hart,
We ndight get the dart and grease air fighting.
when Allied oilots
which presents the world's moet
out from under our fingeensels in knocked 13
Red jets out of the sky.
rugged individualists-the daffy
the next month or so
Today's air battle added the
Sycamore famiTy.
eighth jet ace to the roster of
Heading the tribe of genial madSure did appreciate all the peo- pilots' in
Korea who have shot
ceps is Grandpa Vanderh9f, played
ple coming to the open house
down five or more enemy planes.
by Dr. C. ,S. Lowry.
Colonel Francis Gabrekki of Oil
Equally Uninhibited are PeneWe have everyone enjoyed them- City. Pennsylvania,
shot-down one
lope, played by Mrs. C. S. Lowry.
selves as much as we enjoyed MIG to
raise his score to five and
a playwright because a typewritar
eetuiving them.
one-half.
was delivered to her by. mist Ikea
e But it was old-stuff-to-entarcsirl.
aul who passes his time manuThanks t lid Douglass tor thee Maybe-yeu
rerner
-tbi er the name.
factliring fireworks in the cellar
ue• of his two tubs
In World War II he allot down
v.,i5 Mr. de Pinna. a'2.tangenial
2d planes. After today's scorcene
Murray High was one of the.
has been a house Furst
We appreciated the many flow- said only: "Its
just part of the feur schools receiving
the nighest ter eight years• Essie, wba studies
er, too. We received so many in business."
number of points in the. annual ballet in the living room; and Ed.
fart that several people have come • Gabreski-who
commands the 51 regional speech festival
at Murray who gets in trouble inserting maxin thinking they were in Bob Saberjet
wing, had an explanaLon. State
RING THE RECENT RIOTS In Rome, a couple of demonstrators who
By United Press
College last week end.
ims from Trotsky in the candy
Thomas' place next door.
Said he: "our teamwork, superior
Uncle Sam's atomic experts aee
agree on the Trieste question flail away at one another. Quiet has
The students won a total of 76 boxes he peddles..
training and the. terrific ability Of Points.
turned to the Italian capital after the US. agreed to negotiate an
ready to cut loose with their AOut of this manic clan somehoW
This is -Tuesday, April:fir* the our pikes
really paid off ioday."
greement in which Italy will be allowed to join in the administration
beret, tests again at Fre/Woman's
Under the direction of Mrs. I3uron has come a normal daughter, Alice,
92nd day of the IMP gsse MIR
Zane A of Trieste along with England and the U.S. (International)
Flat, Nevada.
bees
Jeffrey the following events- and played by Zetta 'Yates.
Talivith 274 to follow.
The Generals and Admirals will participants
But you'd never' know It from
of marrying the son of her wealthy
in each were:
try to do what the Colonels couldn't
the calm indifference of residenas
Debate- negative team. Bill Jef- boss are nearly lost when his 'digThe moon is approaching its first do at Panmunjom ..
of nearby Las Vegas. The deaert
frey and Bill Cernett. Affirmative nified family drop tn on the SVerra
quarter The morning stars are
Decide on Soviet Russia as a neu- team. Jackie
city specializes in mass production
Shroat and Wanda mores on a night 'when they are
Mercury. Venus and Mars The tral truce
inspector.
gambling and fun .and nothMe
Outland.
Cot expected.
corning stars are Ju &ter and SaVegas
Mt on: so,,y
turn
negotiators have agreed to page Herndon
the fact that the longest and PosCan't Take tt'With You." captured
Top ranking Democrats in Vtasl-on the 46-day old 'deadlock it a
sibly most Important aeries of
.rjeletzer__edg_e as the best,, play.
Poeta:Y, Re.eding Senior Hiatt.—Tedap-b-JaPv41-Paelb-DaY,
eratleale-OT ath-e ,ma in trtic•di - Emma Hatcher.
stomcl tests is lusts about to herrn. ington predict the Democratic party
of its season: and wain the Academy
co is part of National Laugh Week,
legation and the main delegation
One observer reports that the is headed for its first "wide open"
Public Speaking: Jackie Shroate Award when d was converted into
The Martin Oil Company was
ny ratted Press .
National Coneervation Week and plans to take up
rominating convention in 20 years.
the Ruselan issue
Radio Speaking: Bill Jeffrey.
Steel production after April 8th broken into on Sunday night be- 147th atomic detonation set tiff witha movie.
National Leave Us Alone Week.
They say there is increasing
for the first time on Thursday.
Interpretive Reading: Patsy Row"Youi Can't Take It With You." depends a lot on how two men fare tween 11:00 p. rn. and midnight, ac- in continental America. will apdoubt that President Truman will
lend.
to ,be directed here by Drama De- In a Washington conference room cording to city police. About
.00 parently- be held near Frenchman's try
This dale in Modem Confucius
to throw the presidential nomDramatic Reading: Sandra Gias. partment head W. J. Robertson. is today.
was taken from a piggy ba
that Flat tomorrow morning, weather
lid in 478 B. C Com?oser Serial
iration to Governor Adlai Stevengcw.
• product of the well known cnl- eer)e. CIO United Steelworkers employees used to keep money for permitting. Weather plays a big
Rachmaninoff was born in IIEL
of Illinois who is reported to
role in Um arts' *WI treledEliom
Expository Prose: Betty Mover. laboration of Kaufman and Wet Union is ready'
- tocall
nitton- cokes nod entertainment
An eight-hour work day was won
Extemporaneous Speaking: Rob who have given the Americae stage wide strike next
week
Entrance was gained through a must be perfect before a detonation be his personal choice.
if it's
iv the coal miners in 1808 And
But even if Mri Truman does
WASHINGTON Apra 1 (UP)- Kik.
window of the service station. De- Is made.
such comedy hits as -The eMan wage demand,a are not met.
..0 dings were made on Okinawa in
Kentucky's Senator Thomas UnderBut most Las Vegas residents are publicly endorse Stevenson. some
In Washington- Benjamin Fair- tective Mason of the State police
Discussion: Jackie Shroat, 7a:11 Who Came To Dinner." "Onee in a
party strategists believe the scramwood says he Icelsa-certain that Jeffrey. Bill Cornett,
Wande Out- Lifetime: and "George Washing- less. president of United States will arrive today to take finger- lust too busy with spring gardenVice President Alben Barkley is land.
ton Slept Here," among m.:tny Steel, and price chief Ellis Arnall prints that were founte, where the ing. and preparing for the spring ble for delegates has already gotten
"available" for the Democratic
lino summer tourist season, to too far oat of hand for the retiring
ere reported to be meeting. Fair- breakin occurred.'
Junior High Events under direc- others.
presidential nomination.
bother with a little things like an President to dictate his successar.
less is believed trying to work
tion of Miss Lula Clayton Bea'e
Barkley has refused so far to were:
The President has indicated In
exploding 'Urn bomb.
out a price increpae big enough to
In
discuss his polsaibile candidacy, Prose. Louise Jones.
The scientists have told the the pest he does not thing muck
make up for the 28-rent-an -hour
but many of his fellow Democrats
townsmen that they'll be informed of an open convention and that he
pay pike the unien wants.
Poetry: Betsy Howtnn.
expect him to ennounfe his
.inSteel mills wel start banking
if and when any special danger irtendi to have big say about the
Jeffrey and Jackie Shreat
tentions for the' office shortly, al- rated Superior in their
might occur So far, the experts party's standard beared this year.
the
The .i-aphomore etas will pee- their furnaces on Friday
clasaificathough he will be 75 next Novem- tions, making them
All three of the avowed DemocraGamma chapter of the Dslta have been able to predict with
"Little Miss Some- talks bog down once more. Direct
play
their
sent
eligible
for
Press
United
Dy
ber
state competition.
body" on April 4 at the Kirkstey bargaining between the union and Kappa Gamma •-kiVa-li-eist to the remarkable accuracy where and tic candidates, Senators Rit•hard
April Fool's Day is here again.
Underwood says "1 don't know
High School. It will begirt at 7:30 the industry in New York has been aister chapter! gf Paducah and shen the bouncing shock waves Russell of Georgia, Robert Kerr of
Time for old jokes the • annual whether he's going to announce or
temporarily postponed-apparently Peris. Tenn.. Saturday evening at
atomic explosion will strike. Oklahoma and Estes Kefauver of
ni•
field day for the practical pranks- not. but I'm quit.. sure he availThe play takes place no the ter- because the induetry wants to find a dinner meeting at Kenleke hotel. And unless and until they make Tennessee, have appealed for neuturs Today it's strictly for laughs able There is ri3 question in my
Approximately 72 were present, a big mistake. Las Vegans will trality from Mr. Truman to permit
race of the Ashlee heme..It is cen- out how Fairless dries in WashingBut for a moment, look back- mind that he weuld be supported
an open convention.
including Dr Maycie Southall, pro- trust their word
tered around the niece who lives ton on price talks.
ward seven years to April Ise by the Democrats of Kentucky for
The sleet dispute is. changing fessor of elementary education. PeaEven the residents of the tine ,olwith Dr. and Mrs. Ashley,, their
laugning
1945. There wasn't any
either president or vice president."
congressional plans for a new con- body College, who was the sneaker lages of Beatty and Indian Springs,
son and their daughter..
that day.
Yesterday in Louisville, Kena
25 to 20 miles away from FrenchShe is accused of stealing and trols bill-Senate and house bank- for the occasion.
anniversary
Today is the seventh
tucky's other siirCla or. Earle ClemDr Annie,Ray.lpresident of the man's Flat, feel much the mime way.
pawning 'her aunt's bracelet and ing committees have postponed
if the Allied landing on Okinavia ents. also said he was sure Kenher uncle's watch by her aunt whit sessions, scheduled for today on ,Grtmma chapter, presided • at the They've had most of their wioin 1945 to start the last ane the tucky would support Barkley if
hates her. There is a mysfpry Ater- extending the controls. The resig- program which was held l n the dews broken a time or two. but
"Career
Opportunity
By United Preset
Conference!'"
bloodiest battles of the Pa-ific war. he sought the presidential nomirounding Crazy Make who doesn't nation of defense mobilizer Charles!private dining room_ Jonquils and nothing else ever happened to
Soviet Premier Josef Stalin has
are being held for the first tin- United Press correspondent Ear- nation
Wilson prompted the postponement other spring flowers enhanced the them
know
identity
his
at the annual "High School Senior
expressed the opinion that the
nest Hobgrecht paid an anniversary
Wilson-in his final news confer- beauty of the dining room.
Those in the play are Richard
A typical reaction to the forth- world is no closer to a major war
Dae" at Murray State
visit to the once-quiet and beautiful
ence before stepping out of public
Dr.
Southall,
Adapt',
Dorris
ayho
Lot!
Anna
coming
prod
is
Linde
past
is
airline
that
tests
of
oftrelay than it was two or three
scheduled this year for Friclay.
island to see what it was like,
Beach. Bud Gibbs, Gene Parke", life-warned that the fate of the dent of the national Delta Kappa ficial Florence Murphy Said Mrs. years ago. The Russian dictator
April 11.
seven years later
Americgra dollar depends' on Kew Gamma organization, spoke on the Murphy; "T hope the new testy
Elkins.
Ann
Adems,
Anne
Donald
adds that' "the peaceful co-exisEach department, will 'told a half- There are no Kamikaze planes,
the _steel rii.-po`a -iii-siettied. Steel subject "Community Responsibility don't interrupt our flight schedel:-s
tence of cepitalinn and Commuhour conference at 1:00 iTo, on Watson. Ada Ross. Dwain -Jones.
Of course, diving on Allied waris the belwether of the economy.
for
Education."
She
ton
stated
People
much.
don't
that
just
!melee.the
nism is fully possible"
the npnortunitiea it offers rind will
A strike by. CIO communications' entire community is responsible stand why we can't fly during exships. There is no -artillery boom These statements are in answer
repeat the conference it 1:40 and
workers against the Western Elec- for the .education of the children plosion periods, they get an irire and there are no flamethiowerr
to miertions that were cabled to •
2.20 pm. Allowing every senior
or bloody hand-to-hand encounters.
tric Company may be called this and made those ,present feel a rit'ate'd"
Stalin by a group of American
FRANKFORT, Ky.. -Fire losses to attend threlb separate conferwegkend. The Walkout would af- greater apprIcciation for the teachOnly the scars remain
editors. One question read. "would
•
•
Kentucky for last year totaled ences,
fect 22-thousand telephone, install- ire profession and its opportunity
But neither is Okinawa *he quirt in
a meeting between the heads of
Departments holding conte;4en ri4 Two wrecks ;Jere reported todar ers an
C9.113.386 and claimed 200 liees.
distributors en. 14 Wake.
W951.4tritit. the youth._
e
l`INd . Of . rice- -1:4addigaw-41.,d..W.
Nee,almost- peavers be benaltehtliweeelew- op -Ewe Marshal W Las Martin will inehsdis Agrictitttlikee- .
ltet110.*
There
Mill woodlands that it was nefore
were
27
present
froth.
the
And Stalin answered. "possibly it
Last night Joe Lanearter wsinreported today in citing losses of logical Sciences. --Commerce. Tee-eunion, anys he wants whatever Paducah chapter and two from the
the. war The hilltops still are
would." He was asked on what
a somewhat larger future In 1950- metics. Elementary Education. En. jw'ed when he struck a parked car" Wage hike the law will permit. He Paris
biackened
but the trees are only
group.
beak
on South Ninth _near the borne. of miry
capitalism and communism
when the. total was 59 699,433, and glith and Foreign La n. ire
imam his five-clay Strike taco'The next meeting of -the local
NEW YORK April 1 UM-The could
i!*Yirig to grow again
work together The answer
Health and Physical eche-Inn,. Bob Lasnee city' policemen. The nee today.
deaths by fire
National Broadcasting Company
• The once rustic island ;5.1 'bee- 234
chapter
will
be
held
in
Clinten
he
gave says it all hinges on three
cent of bereenesses de- Home Ecnnomics. Industrial Ars, car belonged* to Barber Lamb, Mr.
Akroh. Ohio. 300 bus drivera May 5.
says Margaret Tturrain. will 110 things
hive of activity Buildnzers. steam- - Forty per
-the mutual desire to ennever reopen. Mai - Jrnirnaliem. Library Science. Maibc- Lancaster was cat and bruielid In have called a strike, It's their
right on with her f22.500 a year
sixth
rollers, all of the trappings of tPtI"Y stroyed by fire
nperate__readiness to perform obMice. Music. Nursing. Flityeicel the accident and both automobile walkout in the last
tin observed, constituting a dir
radio and television career when ligations
FPVen
year
,
.
industry are at work
*ere
damaged 'considerably.
which have been assumed
threat to Kentucky industry in tne Sciences and Social. Sciences.
The men are asking tor a 30-centher father leaves the white house: .-and
- The island into a bastion q
On Sunday night a similar acthe observance of the prinVisiting students who are eina
loss -cireliTuable property from the
an-hour pay boost and other beneMiss Truman's contract has re- ciple
rSkettn defense in Pacific By the
rut
cident
occurred
equality and non-Internesse: the street fits.
decided as, to a field of Interest
local scene and tax rolls.
newed on March let for the semen
trene the network of airfields and
ference in the internal affairs of
the, scene of laid night's arHe declared the most common will meet in the reading room
starting in October and running
conerete. typhoon ' proof butidines
other
dent.
Kenneth
states.
Smith's ear was
reason for fires was common care- the Library where a general diethrough June., 1953 NBC says Miss
completed in 1958. the armee
Stalin also eays that now is an
cuseinn will be held on the various strttek by some utiknnwn person
Officers for ,.next year's PTA of Truman will get p2.5.,o for each of
lessness and added'
forms will have spent 350 million
As
Yet
he
hA
not
been identified.
Murray High -School will be elect- nine appearances on radio and TV. opportune time for unification of
"It is amazing how careful the' epportunities for college trained
("Znryn an V
dellars on Oknawa.
•
- ed at the meeting Wednesday af- NBC vice president Charlet, Baraverage person is to protect his yrung men and women.
There Are more than 40,000 AmeriRerietratinn for all visiting hiah
ternoon at 2:00 in the city school ry, ire charge of radio progratres,
money, but how careless he is with
cans on this island today, and 70000
auditorium. Mrs E. S. Ferguson, said the network had been ready
fire which endangers his properly school seniors and their eneetors
Okinawans are on the American
president, will conduct the busi- to announce the contract renewal
and his family. More active parti- or principals will begin at 3:30 a -n
rayrons
Arthur
ferguson
Is
listed an fair ness meeting.
in the foyer of the Auditorium
cipation is needed in eacn
before President Truman made hie
today.
Aeon hack on the bustle, and roar.
cut
The
the
Kirkeey
Murray
Parent Teacher AsHospItal and
Mrs. Orvill Austin and Mrs. 011ie announcement. Said Barry:'
munity to educate citizens to the and will be completed by 10 a en.
Ariny
Miss
there are some quiet fields
sociatinn
Bobby
Burks
will
meet
is
on
listed as Barnett. of the Murray Training
Thursday
Following tegistrritinn. the An&risers.. „
"I think Margaret has proved
and Marine corps cemeteries the
April 3 at 1:30 in the -school fairly good. Howard Gibson was school PTA will talk in
interest very effective both on the screen QUESTION
"The Fire Marshall's office is do- cients will tour the camntes from
released
yesterday.
•
- Meting place of some of the men
of the proposed health center and on radio. I'm looking forthe
its best to stern the tule. but 10 a.m. to 10-45 They will
Would you like to see more color
The three young people were in- building and will show
wain- tore that coral setting out of ing
Mrs. Emma Lnu Tucker will
a film dur- ward to her career getting bigger in men's clothing,
our efforts are not sufficient. The campus. buildings, classes and give
the Japanese crown.
jured
a review nOthe'yenee work.
in
an
accident
last
Saturdae
ing the business sessien, according and bigger."
local fire department and earh laboratories
ANSWERS
This will he the last meeting ot allele when the automobile of Max to announcement of the local
. It waa not "April Fool" for than.
At 10:45 all visitors, cohere tttboard.
teritiaenet best efforts arc necdid."
Mrs. Edd Diegaid Jr.: I do like
Churchill
the
year
of
and
Gibson
collided
tholKirksety
PTA
nit
and /
Three "tidy groups' will meet THREE TEAR OLD
Deaths by fire last year in Ken, dents and faculty members vall
bright accessories. but I am part.al
t
he
Hazel
special
invitation
highway
AGAIN'
extended
about
is
three
STILIKIS
TRAGEDY
after the bUsiness seesien. The ESCAPES DEATH
te
lucky included 8,1 men, 51 women assemble in the Auditorium for n all patrons
10 the dirk suits, I'm crazy about
of the school district miles aouth of town.
first three grades will hear Miss
and 58 children. Martin reported. grogram of music. songs. dances and
a navy blue suit. I think men just
By United Peen
The
other
persons
injured
were
Ruby
Simpson talk about "How to
Burning buildings accounted,for .18 short talks.
HOPKINSEILLE Aprl 1 (Up)__. leok grand in dark emits.
James Mason Churchill remained find "time for family
• Thi"Pe years ago tragedy struck
living"
ignited clothing. 33: . Lunch will he served it noon.
_ Three-year-old Sandra Langhmiller
Mrs.,Alfred Duncan: No, I Wien
rancher Arthur Matson In Penn - of the deaths:
eit the hospital Saturday night. He
I
SMALL BOY KILLED
The fourth, fifth
and sixth was knocked down by a moving' not. I like blue
grove. California. As he backed up defective heating equipment, 14: In the Health building. Dunn: the
especially, but
WaR
released
on
Sunday.
grades
will
listen to the Rev. Or- automobile and eiragge -i a distance don'
hi, truck in his farm yard to take suffocation, 18: gasoline or keroaene. lencteenetiod a physical education , FLEMINGSBURG. Klee"
guess that is too much enlor
Other! hi the Churchill car val Austin speak on
Atari"
"Moeey in of 20 feet at Hopkinsville today.
S load of seed from the garage to explosions, 23 and undetermined exhibition will be given on the (11Pa1-A
Mrs. E. C. Jones: I think it would
year old FleThinesollaa were R. C. Jones and
Buddy their jeans." The high school But the little
gym floor,
girl suffered only be a nice Change
,boy. Ralph Mason Willls. Jr. was Shackelford, both of whom
the, barn, he struck and killed his (*rinses. 36
escap- groups will combine and be lead minor cuts
Last year approximately 200 high killed after running
During 1951, the Fire Marshal's
and bruises She darted
PO. E. Jenkins: It doesn't mr.ke
three-year-old son. Stephen Yeeinto the side. ed witatemlnor cuts
in
thinking
about
"How to avoid away from her iSarents and start• coy difference
33.457 inspectinns of school eeniora from more than of a truck while on his way
to me I don't care
Brooks Gibson., in the car with cliques."
te
t•rdlir. Matson back up the same office made
ed titres, the road. The little girl v.hat color they are. I lel
buck to carry another load of rtemiseg for fire hazards, an in- 100 schools attended a similar achool.
Arthur Ferguson and Howard Gibsomeone
Mrs.
W.
C...
Elkins
is pragraBf who. unlike her parents, wasn't Else pick
seed to the barn-.,and killeD his crease of 70 per cent over 1950, gathering. Indications are that about 0%151ermingsburg police thief brooks son ,eecaped injury.
them out-my wife.
chairman, and announced that Mrs. much
disturbed
tyrn and one half year eld son find more than 450 per cent over the same nuntber will be present Hiatt say' no charges have oven
about
the
incident.
Mrs.
PeelerBoth ears were -demolished - by Gene Garrett will
Kele; Yes. I think so,
be in charge of meId "it knocked some of the
this year.
filed agaiTaii•tbe truck driver
stuf- I bad rather see my husband in
Thom ---almost on the same spot- 1949
the impact.
the music for the,occasion.
fier out of me a little."
bright colors.

Students Rate
High In MSC
h Meet

liffiRED GRAIN company 'dn%e:
John Guatm 63. told Danvers,
Mass police he saw tour men talemg sacks from the armored U S
rrucking corporation truck who h
was lOoteq of Vial 000 lie is un.J.
pollee guard.
eseerriationar
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Money Stolen
From S

Barkley Available
Says Underwood

April's Fool Day
1945 Was Not
*Day For Laughs
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SURVIVORS OF MINE TRAGEDY

MEIJI'
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*

MINERS Walter Yarosh (right) and Chsries Mickio (left) tell state
policeman Philip Melley of their experience after they ea-taped from
a coal mine at Forrestville, Pa. Five fellow-miners were drowned
when an explosion rushed tons of Water into the shaft. (International)

CARL 0. LO DOLCI, former Army
sergeant with the Othce of Strategic Services, wes ordered held
without bail in Buffalo, N.Y.,
pending a hearing on a charge of
being "a fugitive from the justice
of Italy." He was accused by the
U.S. Defense Department and the
Italian government of murdering •
an 0.S.S. major behind lt)e
enemy lines during World War IL
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If you are a sports fan, and wIna--tan't,"ow will 12,
able to follow all of the local and the notion's sports in •
the daily Ledger and Times.
• The regular baseball season will begin soon and you
will want to follow all of the major league teams as they
make their way toward the season goal of a pennant.
There will be local sports too and you will find complete coverage in the Ledger and Times.
For all the sports all the time, check with the Ledger and Times.
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ATTACKED BY A KILLER WHALE

PAGE TWO
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Oscar Night
Is Big Night - I
In Hollywood
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Gustave Rosenberg, a tourist from
THE REMODELED second floor sitting room of the rebuilt White Rouse
New York.
features a built-in television set (arrow). At bottom, decorators check
"I just wanted .to see some
the furnishings in President Truman's bedroom. Tbe walls are painted
rlTe stars," he said "It WWI
gieen, the Chief Executive's favorite color. The job of renovating the
You may apply her-Hos(International)
worth it to wait outside this long."
Executive Mansion cost more than $5,000,000.
The stars had their pictures
pital-Surgical (non protaken outside and then were hustlBY CONTROLLING
ed Into their seats.- The orchestra
fit) Plans if you are 65
struck up the overture.. and the
COCCID1OSIS
awards began. Twenty-nine oscura
or under.
were handed out from an awirt
STALEY'S SPECIAL "Lightning Start" cornfor the best sound to 2 trophy ter
the best cartoon._ bination of Antibiotics, Vitanink and MegaASK FOR DETAILS
Most gardeners are faibiliar wi
n," "Spergon.",--nighygon" area
sul gets chicks off to a fast-stag ... keeps
Not all the stars.got choice; seatr
the "damping-off" of seedlings of
chow Cuprocidel used as direct- .
'em
moving
fast
by
controlling coecidio.sis
vegetables and flowers in fiats • or ed by the manufacturer. Not all
Jimmy Stewart sat glumily five
AT YOUR
frames where they are being grown commercial seed disinfectantsgestand building resistance-to many .other disrows from the back_Jarres - Mafor later transplanting and can- be ed have given equally good results.
eases. Come in today for Staley CHICK Area
son looked as if he. wished the
easily examined. An almost perfect
Because of the great variability
evening were over, ton.
with "Lightning Start"
emergence from a row in a flat of in soil types and conditions. de_As*
tvne
gns
sat a hotteful candidate. Shelley
in a few days from damping-off. We ease organisms, weather conditions,
are less familiar with this occur- etc., great,variations in results are
Wintere with her bridegroom-trirence in fields of new seedirigs of to be expteted ranging from no air. be. Italian Vittorio Gassman.
•
legumes and grasses. We wonder parent effect of seed treatment to a
When Shelley's name was read
sometimes why our alfalfa and clov- 100 percent or even greater im•
nominee.
as
Vittorio
grabbed
Telephone
386-J
South
Street
Second
er seed of high germination test. provement of stand and resulting
her hand and they smiled at each
sown on a perfect seed bed and with srop..Sornetimes it means the difother But when Miss Leigh's name VIII:
fine growing weather conditions ference betvseen success and failNommia'NENINw.ilmcisr 111111111•111h.
doesn't
a perfeot stand. ure.
Dampingseedling blight is
eftit of the disinfectarits much
likely t
a r ary cease.
uaed for -treating grass and legume
Seed treatment of corn, cotton. seeds is s'Arasan,g of which two
s
wheat and barley is a required pracs forms are avail-able. "Arasap" is
„g
eTrtirres.
rolrbee in many locations if a good for dry application only, and it may
.
•
stand and a resulting maximum be applied in dust treaters at the
crop are to be obtained. Seed treat- rate of 8 ounces per 100 pounds of
ment of grasses and legumes is still seed. sArasaff" SF is for either dry
new, but the relatively low cost ef or slurry application. When it is
fungicides required and the success used in a slurry treater, mix 3
frequently achieved where seedling pounds of powder to 1 gallon of wadiseases are troublesome ,suggests ter for a 10-pound dump of seed.
It can be used dry in batch mixers
this may be a di•sirable insurance.
Since it is not easy to determine or blenders. One 3-pound bag treats
900
pounds of seed.
the presence of the injurious organisms in the soil and they are so comSome commercial treaters who
monly present, a seed treatment have a problem m treating small.,
that is inexpensive. eaSily applied quantities of grass or legume seeds
and does not injure the stand or the have set up small batch mixers or
beneficial soil organisms furnishes barrel-type treaters for this pura desirable form of crop insura ice. pose.
tiappenIng
what's
It
doesn't
like
also makes possible a lower rate
Jr.,
Based on results to date, it is sug-B-VRAII-011) Jack tHutch) Heymann,
of sowing of expensive seed.
gested that alfalfa, red and alsike
tie his dog in Pleasant Hills, on the outskirts of Pittsburgh. Pa., and
COLONIAL is the "champ" among coffees beVarious
chemicals
have
been
tried
clover,
and Sudangrass be treated
Herron,
J.
T.
Dr.
as
too.
somewhere
else,
GM dog seems to want to go
(international) with greater or less success. With with one of the seed disinfectants.
pegarinary, Inoculates it, a community measure.
some legumes and grasses best re- mentioned above as a form of crop
cause it tastes best in the cup. Fresh, delicious
sults have been obtained with "Ara- insurance.

INSIDE RENOVATED WHITE HOUSE-

Down

ai

Blue Cross

1. 10 DOLCE, former Army
it with the Office of Straiervices, If.1.1 ordered held
it bail in Buffalo. N.Y.,
g a hearing on a charge of
'a fugitive from the justice
y." He was accused by the
dense Department and the
government of murdering •
S.S. major "behind tije
lines during World War IL

;DIV-Start'for Chicks

Sr

stOti

IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN TO MY DOG
—

Blue Shield'

'Chick Atoms Speed Growth

Seed-Treatment One Form
Of Forage Crop *Insurance

."'

L F. THURMONDSEED
•
CO'

•

Hospita

he'CHAMP'

RAIN OF 'AGGRESSORS IN TEXAS

4.,,,AAA‘41,4relkeek"WW&WOVIIMOWs.••

Who Gets Most of What
You Pay for Farm geed?

Colonial coffee han a winey aroma and a deeprich flavor that gives you real satisfaction ev-

1.7117,rirritithirl,:

t 1E1114.
.1

al

When ybu buy a 16-cent.loaf of
bread, -Pic or 20% is for The main
HOW MUCH DOES
ingredient—flour. The other 80%
THE FARMER GET FOR
goes into the -makings," costs and
profits of distribution. When you buy
HE PRODUCES?
SEEDS
14c
150
ilia
lo
quart
of
milk,
a 23c
Out of every
to 60%) of this retail price goes to
the dairy farmer, the other 40's to
retail seed dollar
transportation,
prep50% to costs of
The amount
aration, packaging-, distribution and
paid for
profit,
processing
fieldl
,
re
ls
t of the retail
transpor•to the farmer-pro:,
tation.
ducer of the seed? The average re- 1
Marketing,
tall price for red clover seed in the
The
overhead
years 1945-49 was $53.70 per 100 and other farmer
pounds, or $32.22,,per bushel. The
gels
expenses is
average price received by the proRed clover
ducer for the seed retailed in these
30e
seed
les
years was $37.77 per 100 pounds. or
Alfalfa seed
33e
$22.66 per bushel, which means that
Korean
70% or 70c of every rated dollar for
lespedeza
25c
red clover seed was mnid to the
grower. The 30% or 30c not paid to
the producer represented the Cetts
was $11.40 per 100 pounds. The growof transportation. 'storage.
on the -averance, interest, cleaning, shriniraget er-producer received received 75':,
meaning he
testing, bagging, labeling, market- age $8.50,
of the retail prier, His share here
ing, overhead and profit., as the se
as larger because of lower transpassed through the regular trade
channels ef country shipper, proces- portation costs.
Much progress has been made in
sor,'wholesaler and retailer.
Take another important held seed recent years in cleataing, handling,
—alfalfa. The average. etail price distributing and marketing field
was $50.00 per 100 pounds, or $30.00 seeds. Because of better cleaning
per bushel. The producing fernier maehinery, improved methods of
received $34.20 per 100 pounds. or distribution, more efficient and less
$20.50' per bushel-67's or 67c out wasteful methods of marketing.
of the retail alfalfa seed dollar. Al- packaging, labeling, et. less of the
falfa seed comes mostly from more consumer's dollar goes to these
distant growing areas. consequgpt- services, more to the producer.
This efficiency and economy of
ly transportation is more of a factor/than with red clover and most handling, processing and distributother field seeds.
•
ing -Ameriea's field seed crops make
Still another big-volurne field seed available lb the conetiming farmer
Le Korea's lespedeie—a seed crop the highest quality of seed possible
amounting up to 150 or 160 million t/nproduce, at moderate price, and
pounds annually. The average re- assures the producer-farmer the
tittrIleffetTdrIlersansettrise period highest return on his production.

ery time you drink it. Get a pound of Colonial
today. Once frOu ,try it you'll always buy it

.
I

because it's "Grand" coffee.

•
k

.% Ott POEN,

e s,

,

You can still use the 25c coupon which apes. .
paired in last Thursday's paper to buy a lb.

ito • if,

Ortolonial.

4:444

4
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•
•
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PARACHUTES DOT THE SKY (top) as members of the "aggressor force"
float to earth near Ft. Hood,Tex., in Exercise Longhorn. At botrom, one
Of the paratroopers, a member of the 82nd Airborne Division, struggles
to collapse his wind-filled chute just after hitting the earth. The
)oint maneuvers are the largest since World War II. (International)
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WOMEN'S IA GE Club News Activities
o Burkeen,Eclitor

Mrs. Joe Hargis Is'
Social Calendar
Hostess At Meeting
- • Wednesday. Aped 2
Of Paris Road Club.

I

00

Weddings Locals

.Phone 55 or 1150M

I

-:114;pris
Honored

t

Bridal lea-Shower
Garden,

re
th
hi

id
ti
b•

n
•
•
•
S
.
u

g
s
t

•

fir. aud kra Gat.: liuseitild and
children. , Conn.e and Steve, of
The Murray Rose and
5fhs. Marlon Morris was comoli- Paducah spent Sunday with Mr.
n n mbrr&- a the Patti Club Will be hosts to the Attflub.ke
'
'
Sirte
.. chid_ „aesniented with a bridal tea-shosser Fatrehild's parents. Mr- and Mrs.
Rocha- or
Road Homentekers Club" Met .
tne borne of Mrs. Joe itargis Thurs- Kentucky. Inc.. fur its heti CU- at the home of . her mother. hire. Norman Klapp, and lbs. lairday at ten o'clock. The lesson fur raid iiession at
club houso te- Carl Melee on .Friday, -Marcel 21. child's grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
one-thirty to three-thirty Joon' Lampkine
from
Canned
as "Using Home
tte day
ss ----- ginning at ii.:45 am.
• ••
c'clock m the afternoon.
Products In Preparing Meals?'
- - Mr and Mr.
The honoree is the former Vera
Kngiish and
The meeting was called to.order
Thursday. April 3
at eleven o'clock by Mrs. Clifton fi The Garden Department of the ginia Miller and she was niarrted dsughter. Jane of Mayfield were
Barrett. The devotion WaS read aed Murray Woniane- Club wit
in to Pfc. Marlon hdorris on Jarnsity Saturday everting guests of
tub l3 in Corinth. litss.
ane Mrs. Noreen.. Klapp.
the 'roll call answered after which ets, reeetee..seeeeme at the :
•••
y • a•tiock •
Mrs. Morris chose for the ec- I
a very interesting lessen on garden- house. at_ ,....,
ees all
•cation si navy-bhic crep
.
Mrs. Barents& Mortis
-thirlg
was given by Mrs. Alice Steely.
k :and son. Donnie. spent Sunday with
, was presented a corsage Ot n-nmembers ales ..otred to: !se.
Friday. April 4
0-The
lessons they would like to ha‘ e
-"WS' M r6" Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burkcen of
--e hate
)ns by th
The. Alms, PTA a ill have a c"rnatil
ogh Foster and Mrs. Trurs4n Nashville. Tenn.
netit year.
meeting at seven
speci.' call
•••
At noon a meal was served front o'clock at trie school
A pie- Young.
The tea table wes cent:red sirsh
lime canned vegetables. R WaS lure will be shown in regard w
lovely arrangement of pine car-1
prepared and served by Inc •fmoets I the new health 'center to be erectelnations; and snap dragons. The !
leaders. They pointed cut
ed at Murray
•••
es color scheme of pink an d Write!
canned vegetables may be rrealas used in the deccrrations throrighI.
pared in practicaily every v ny
•
By United Press
cut the house.
• that 'fresh vegetable* can be ebeitetba sewing machine at
operates
California
of
Warren
Earl
GOVIRI40It
a
tor
lookseg
re
you
time
Next
-Mrs. Young preeided at the uunch I
Mist Rachel Rowland was prea Milwaukee, Wis., clothing factory as a group of admirers watch. He
bowl and Mrs. Kent Nfillec -kept quick desswee which cen be fixesl
sent and gave several poems fur
Who
well ahead of serving tune, t17 is receiving aid and instructionssfrom Mrs. Ann Meyer. Warren,
greet]
were
sucsts
The
register.
the
.
.
Meeting
ass
gard'enlag.
home canning and
Is seeking the Republican Presidential nomination, attended a number
thileapple mousse. You'll need two
C!ass of the -Fitst te. 715r-filn. Foster:
Lydian
The
of ralliestlind meetings in Milwaukee as part of his campaign in the
. Fifty-two guests culled eurinosetusis of thick. sweetened alMlb. !Wisconsin Presidential printery.
Bapost Church held its monthly
(International Soundphotoi
,ss- sauce. one-fourth teaspoon of cies
the home cif Mrs. R. E. the chosen hours.
of heavy
pint
one-half
namen.
.
_emus
Kelley on ...South Fourth Street on
0 ••
one-half
cream. whipped. and
LEGAL DOCU'MENT FOUND
Tee'sday evening at sevensthirty
square of bitter chocolate.
.Vore
PENCILED ON DESK
s c'clock.
ap
the
into
cinnamon
the
Blend
I
—
CO-rnett presented an ,
1. Mrs. B
plesauce. and fold in the svhippedl
"
CHAMPAIGN III. (UP)- WorkThe Garden Department of the inspirational devotion from the fifth
awse-into -one large ,
cream.-M-pil
ers for a furniture company found
MarraY Woman I Chan will meet and sixth chepters at First Corsix individual serving dishes,fi
a 50-year-old-legal document penst the club house Thursday after,_; intbbitt...._____
firmly grated l
with
top
the
Cover
I
By United Press
.
ciled on the bottom of a desk
.secese:-S--2
4 - As-cedage ptisyer
hoon at tarn-thirty o'clock.
,
. rneetin-ss
United Press
' chocolate and a sprinkle of cinna'
•'jig.:By
drawer.
sNarciesus With Display- will be held in preparation tot the revival
Married women are finding it
girl who poutt.ls the type:-zr.on. Chill sesleral hsurs in the 1
'Il
Workmen were refinishing the
the program to be _presetnea . ray being held at the church this week. .Writer for a living-TS- going to refrigerator befine serving.
much easier these days to find
big walnut desk when they found
Sirs. Charles Farmer-. and Mrs. the class had their meetung as..a • have a week all her own this year,1
•••
sobs as teachers. ,
the note. It otd:
i
John Ryin. The door prise Will prayer meeting with Mrr clAYNational we'retaries•week_ is -set I AillD BLUE TO PAINT
But a majority' oi es: school sys"Octbeer 21, 11382. $210-Reborre Jones' group in ch wife.
-'
be narcissus 'bulbs.
risTF(1.
cur
. . -, '
.70
honor
to
7th,
to
first
June
for
against.
tems still discriminate
r•
TOO-BRIGHT
ceived his day from Andrew TarHostesses for the afternoon will The house was deco asei with some tour and oneehnlf million
, .. T.
When melanins try :adding a link them, according to the National
via tor-sameeswat tilt his return
__ ---be--Mes-- -Fred- -Sebena.
enfee yits ers.
blue to the paint used on walls op- Education Association.
from .tbsie state :prison. $210. if 1
B Scott. Mrs, liowers.
Schulz. Mrs.
, The idea for the week come; posite the windows of a wellshortages
NEA says the extreme
should die before his return my
Refreshfnentls Were Served to tue i irons C. Klag
_Audrey 'Simmons. -Sirs. ,,U3. Watts.
Wisinbeldess a New
tut ofof 'teachers in recent yearns coupl- estate must pay to him on demand
E. Wind- twenty members- and -one guest. Yerk executive, who Calls secre- lighted room. This process willMrs R. T Wells, Mrs.
of
ed with long-standing pressure
the too-bright anent at
that amount. Sailalilla C. !Fox. liberMrs. Rint Giles.
f•C It and Mrs. Wesley .1ra/drop.
taries the indisp.asable wet-81.2n- light,
the profession, apparently h-it psr- al, Champaign County.but - time we
and adds, "it's
• • •
boards
local
,
of
seeded hundreds of
realised what a fine, competent , Motor transport. armorers', guar- education to employ mow married
sob they are doing for private in- terniaster, radto, ttleptione elec- women.
H B. Brogan of Boyd county
duery." - '
But NIA says martial status still tile-drairung '25 acres; he estimate,
telephone
field
tricians' .arid
•
. Especially now. says Woodbrele; schools are
.51414414 those main' is a basis for discrimination_ in hg. will use approximately 12.000
'hen there's a eritical shortage of tamed by the -U S Marine Corps. far too many ecnool systems.
feet of tale.
skilled secretaries for both private inchntry and government •
. ..

RiciPe For Apple
Mousse For Good
Quick Dessert

Mrs. R. E. Kelley
Hostess For Lydian
Cl

-Garden Department ,,,“:,..4 di
•
To Hold Regular
-1----.ifeeting Thursday

.

•

t

%
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white spots appear near the left
margins.
Leaves of alfalfa euffering trot
lack of boron tend to become yellow and sometimes red near th,
ends. Yellowing is similar to that
Lest
Luck of any one of certain caused by potash hunger.
yellowplant foods produce, symptoms of hopper Injury also causes
"hunger signs" in crates acconding ing of leaves.
to a fertilizer circular of the University of Kentucky Empersment
Station.
Insufficient nitrogen in tobacco
causes a light-green to yellow
color, beginning in the lower leaves
and progressing up the stalks, If
severe, lower leaves waste away.
Lack of potash in the soil causes
yellowing of tobacco and turning
down of tips and edges of leaves.
If severe, yellow areas cover leaves
and affected parts die and fail
out. Ragged, poor quality leaf reTuesday and Wednesday
sells.
In corn, lack of nitsogen brings
ND PVT TM
light-green to yellow color, beWORLD
ginning along the rildveins
•ON
,iewer leaves . and go•ng up ths
SFOr1
stalk and causinr -firing" in drv
weather. Lack .of potash causes yellowing and dying of edges of
leaves, "leaf scorch," light chaffy
ears and poorly filled ends. Where
there is- nut enough phosphorui,
corn leaves lend to turn purple
Purpling, however. may rerun
from cool nights and insect injuey
to roots.
Lack of potash in alfalfa cid_
clovers shows up in the yellowi
of the edges of the leaves, or small!

List Hunger Signs
Of Starting Crops

VISITS MILWAUKEE FACTORY

National Secretary
Week To.• Re Held
eek In June
Ps

1111111111

Married
Women Teaching
ehool IVow

I or

i

•

Dr. Max L Robinstt
Chiropractor
1110 West

—

Reflexionest

Main,

Murray

No Charge far Consultation
When a certain (gran or part of your
body is not receiving 100'4 life, you
cannot expect it to function 100',.
This flow of life force can be inter-

-

prseaure on the nerves that transmit it.
This is uslialiy found- at some point in tlie region of
the 'pine which contains the movable bones, any of
ferred with by

which, when a little out of alignment, can be pressing on the main nerves which emit between them,
therefore cutting off or reducing the normal amount
of life energy which is supposed to be going to
ticular part or organ of the body.

a

par-

et4/y41%:
1104•11.

WHEN YOUR SOLDIER HAS
GOOD NEWS FOR YOU
HELLO, MOTHER .. IVE GOT A
EURIOUGO. SEE rag ElliDAY I

Jobs Government Is
OffeiingUS Worn**
Not Se Glamorous

•
nr rune& Press
Pinfisylv•i:ia congressman
saya some. of those overstaa Sobs
tho. government ss offeringswornen
aren't as glamorous as they sound
.Demftcraus Representative Daniel flood of Penr.sylyania is opposed to selling rauire folks on s
foreign servtce career ty rappirg
it .in w:hat he calls "a nice pact:Ate of r, Mance, glamour and all
that nonsense '
For one Genic be says% the -sales
talk promotes a -high turnover'
among' women clerks stenograe
est and typists recruited for cot.•st.lates and embassies overseas
Once they find thee have .r .4
punch clreks and se bettina desk
all day, the congressman says, the
sr- se colored gl 134.CS disappear"
He adds that when the women fall
re "see counts with .-nanleles and
old teeth they come home in 30

Lattimore Relaxes

()verdri(e and
Your choice of throe trancrnixtion.., including Autonratic
nen. Dual•Rumgc Hydra-Show, new glare-fret Soler glass. hood ornament and wham' 11,104 all ttre• (when available) all ilotaitnal as extra fort.

YOU CAN probably recall many a moment
when reaching somebody-Or somebody's reach-

•

-

ing you-was beyond pnce.

. s'eseelsre

•••••

IVR 10512

THINK OF All the

many people l'ou kndiv 'and
the people your need . . and how easily. 'hew'
quickly. you can reach them-by telephone. With

_

a

lift_of your hand! Afid the number of people
you can call is growing all the taus, it has more
than doubled in the last six years.

Today you can ride in safety no car ever
sac the first AniCrican car
before-with new braking power. new
offered
of
-at&
cm
Farina,
Pinin
famous
by
stykd
the world's costliest custom cars for its kings • safety "crash pail" custom cowl—all within
the life-saving safety of double-rigid Airilytc
and leading figures.
Construction.
Today you will secluxury new to America—
Today you'll sec new Weigel in automatic
most
the
scats,
widest
the
the greatest s'isibifity,
transmissions, in steering. ease—in Reclining
modern features ever combined in one autoScats and Twin Beds—all in the one car that's
mobile.
s Today you can take command of power that -luxuriously new for-1952—the Nash Golden
Airflytc!
even surpasses last year's official speed recordCome in today-and take command of
engine.
Jettirc
Super
Nash
new
holder,. .. in a
with Direct-Draft horizontal carburetion. . most beautiful and excitihg car in the world!
PrODAY you will

71111.1411111 .111010 today are -busy meeting-

- sneeds and bringing the service to still more
Deice
youe-c:: ity maid state. _.people.

...-• ,
.
t,
__ BIG AND GROWING IMRE I ,

..\. A,...Avs

•

Tr

one a }our biggest
, bargains...tele-phone str•icc is today an even better ties than
, it w3s ten tears or ... aro .,
., .smalier part of the) far
Rudget.---.Sentterro heft le -phone and Ielegraph• Com-

A

.

Pfire- .
•

6 BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE
LOWEST POSSIBLE COST
I
.

-

LaNIIIPM0-

SMOKING HIS PIPE, Owen Lattirecre, Far east expert and profes.; "
ser at Johns Hopkins University.
Teets outside his Baltimore horr.e.
IsteanWhile, trustees of the' univf,rsity have announced that they
are "Very much embarrassed" by
the het-easing controversy over
Lat'..mr.re and may take action at
i)
L.e Lest meeting. rtiiterrifion,

Direct

7th and Main St. •
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Factory Dealer

PARKER MYERS
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boron tend to become yel1 sometimes red hear the
/11ovAng is similar to that
by potash hunger. Lett
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eras
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_ R) United Press
FOR SALE: 4 year old mare mute k'Olt SALE: Cutoff- saw. ReasonThe navy is building up its mus15,/, hands, gentle. woeks
Lble, See at '.111111 & Gaetano. cle.
Also underground gas tank oc..at
Used Car Lot.
The admirals predict that the
used for water tank. James H.
ni.vy air arm will pack an even
Reach in Lox. 14
r and seven stools, 5' Foster .2 miles northwest of
Crossland, Ky.
Alp
frozen custard machine.
Admiral William Flechteler the chief
•
Grocer?.
Ky. lc
TOR SALE: Fine furniture and ap- DON'T LET termites destroy your of naval operatiens,, laid it on the
pliances. The place to go for toe
home. Free inspection; reasortble WIC for the Rouse Approirriatiens
--limbs you know. See or call ter
price. Frank McKinney tiox 471 Committee. Their testimony, whie.i
41: acres 1-2 miles
Store Well improved, • for tree estimates on Broadloom
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In Monroe county. more than
200 farmers proauced a ton of tobacco to the a:re, while ab-ut 400 ,
NEW STEEL FACILITIES TAKE SNIPE -Workman
produced betwe2n 1,630 to 2.000
printing
braces on the end of a new open hearth building. This now
plant is part
pounds.
of the .Vational Production Authority's program Jur
the expansion of
basit industry 11 will play a major part in raising our
steel capacity to
120 million ingot tons by the beginning of 19.4.
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-apartment With bath. All utilities
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but party failed to appear. 1Il1
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By Ernie Bushnsiligar

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
fellow would trifle with our Leo- eraled. But he wasn't going to
"THIS," Henri told Heloise as he nie?"
give Up.
• • •
nunued his'diatribe against Lin- -"I didn't say anything of the
coln Calvert, "is a matter of prin- kind. But I don't see why you're
Despite his uneasiness about
always Jumping to conclusions Leonie. Henri's first thought next
„kelpie."
"Oh, principle." Heloese tossed And people in glass houses morning was about his trars, and
the idea away. "Now the question shouldn't throw stones. Didn't you no Maine lobster fisherman eve:
simply this: Do we let this per- expect to marry Antoinette Field- hauled up his pots with more eagUy respectable young man ing, or were you trifling with her? erness. He had an indistinct memShe's a Protestant."
ory of a dream in which the sullen
Henri was outraged. "That is a rodentsawere packed like sardines
"Perfectly respectable?" Haul personal matter,"
he said, "and I In the three snares. and.altimagh
eated, losing -his usual firm coa- resent such talk."
of course he 'did not hope tor any 1 ot his voce di pctto. "PerfecUy
'It's hard not to be personal such results he was sanguine.
•
pectable? His u ncle was a about this. It's
a very personal
He found three e m pt y tram.
nionist-"
matter, too," HelOtse said. "I don't Even the salt pork was until:Am-bed
Heloise ignored this. "Do we al- believe In mixed marriages. But I except by a few vagrant flies.
w him to come here qaletly," she don't want that child to be an old
"Damn it!" Henri runibled.
not on, "or do we encourage Leo- maid like me. it happen' too easily
Profanity was so unusual fox
e to be rebellious by getting her In Charleston. A gyirl doesn't get him that Queen's', who was sieeraW
rider up? You know what she too many opportunities, especially getting the bornlny started, could
when she's been led to think that not resist a laugh. Mister Henr,
- "H elot 5 e-" Henri said. He she's above everybody. I d on't was a case.
krx keel suddenly m ore unhappy Want to say this to Leorite, be"Ain' ketch none, sub?"
Vain wrathful. "We've done every- cause I'm not anxious to encourage
"Not a one. I tell you, Quernie,- ABBIE an' SLATS
th,ng in the world tar that Child this young man, but if I had the Henri said, "there's • curse on
the hope of making her life chance to marry Oscar Leonard everything I do. Sometimes 1 think
ivy,“ he said plaintively, "and again I'd do it, Protestant or an somebody has cunjered me."
.s this young ruffian comes to Protestant"
"no, Lewd," Quee n i e•sa id. :'Don't
Hc HASN'T BUDGED AN INCH
plague her."
Although properly respectful of talk that wa
Mister Henri. You
"Not her," Hakes. corrected. Heloise's regrets, ilenri was not makes me teal bad."
FOR TWO WEEKS - WE'VE
.1•You."
convinced. "But-" he said.
"Well, that s the w a y it Is,"
GOT TO FIND OUT WHAT'S
Henri fetok up the photograph
"Besides," Ileloise went on. "if Henri said. "I can't even Catch
KEEPING. HIM IN • Leonle in her first communion we forbid Leonie to have this rats."
less, wh:ch stood on the crowded young man here. as I've already
piacemiolate.
sat.atjAte.piPas...46,
/111:11intIona Set An it.
said, she'll think of nothing 'else. za and turned idly through the
"Do for Heaven's sake put that night and day: If we make light -paper. There Was no hews Of III -'down," Heloise slid in irritation. of it, it does a gyirl no harm to terest to him on the front page
"'"Yosere as bad as Cousin Tessie have several young men interested and nothing anywhere abeht fhb-mi that pictuns of Theodora."
in her. Each one is a sort of nest- war on rats. Ile was about to fold
waa just looking at it," Henri egg for the others. And don't for- the paper and take it in to I.-to.
plained, but he put the photo- get what rye said about Leonle Ise's piece at the table W11( ii a
aph down hurriedly. "I'm re- being grown up. Mama wanted to small item caught his eye.
,.!na
loisc
ible for Leonle," he informed know everything I did when I was
Young Lincoln Calvert, it apa. woman of forty. I don't wain peared, had bought a tract of lam'
t.tot
1110
"You don't say! Well, so arn I. Leonle to be treated like that." from Mr. Garrison and was going
13:d. Leonie is almost twenty-two She waited for an instant, before to "emulate the excellent example
,
V•c
years old. We can't go on treating driving In the clincher. "I'm think- of several of our leading citizens
her Into a mitt. Net If we want ing of the child's own good,'' she who have found truck farming
ax y peace in this house.49
concluded.
profitable."
"You forget I'm her godfather,"
Henri looked startled, as If this
Aside from the affront to Henri's
LIL ABNER
Venn said. "I was her godfather were a completely new idea. "Of con.servatiVe taste given by a per.
proxy,
'by
before we became her course," he said,
aortal Rem of this sort the news
gytiardians-"
"You know I usually give In to served as an unpleasant reminder
• -I know that," Belo's* inter- your judgment. But in this case I of the young man's presence at the.
drupted. "I'm her godmother, too. wish you'd try my way of doing front door on the preceding eve.
I was here when it happened. things."
ning.
ron't tell me something like that
"Do eyou mean to suggest that
"That settles It," Henri said to
as if I'd been away for sixty years! rm bossy?" Henri demanded.
himself. "That boy will probably
You still haven't come to the
"Whatever put that into your be around here for a long time.
oint."
head?" Heloise asked. "1 didn't I wonder where he got the Money?
-That is the 'int. We are re- mean to suggest anything of the, The Calverts never laid two red
ponsilde for this child's welfare kind. Well, do you mean to take cents to clink together. 1 suppose .
nd spiritual well-being, and this my advice about this?"
that fellow has borrowed right upsung man Is disreputable and a
"Partly," Henri said, "but-"
to the hilt."
rotestant."
"We can discuss it more fully
He was only moderately corn..
Heloise sagged a littfe.
later," Helolse said. "Sufficient forted by the hope that the ven"R seems to me that you're talc- unto the day is the evil thereof, as' ture svould. be unsuccesszul or that
.ig this mat ter too seriously. Cousin Je probably would say. close attention to farming would
ourig men who come to see gyirls Now I have to -get my beauty keep Lincoln Calvert at a distance.
aril necessarily Intend to marry sleep."
Coming upon the heels of his fail-'
t lent."
Henri remained behind to put ure to exterminate the rats, this
"You tnean," Henri demanded, out the gas. He had a disquieted was a bad start for the day.
a mustaches bristling, "that this feeling. As If he had, been outgen(To De Coettmecd)
Copyright, 1970, by Robert Molloy. Distributed by King Features Syndicate. ' '
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among you, but that ye be Derfectly joined together in the same
mind and in the same judgment.'
From this passage we receive a
great lesson ona that has been
turned aside as time ao.s ,come
and gone First, welearn that Paul
was writing to a group of people
who had contentions among them;

place more emphasis on Unity than
ever before. And yet today there
is more division than ever befoie.
Many years ago, long befcire the
existence of any of this . modern
Because " rare people are livm1
generation. our Lord and Savior
to an older age than a few year I
Jesus Christ prayed for -Unity. In
ago. there- is conSiderable interest
More than 100 Green county boys
John 17:20-21 he_,prayed that "all
in the kinds of food folks in. their
Gerald Dunaway. Minister
and girls are enrolled in the 4-H
might be one.-- Therefore, all beGO's and 70's should eat, ace irding
MAY
JUNE
JULY
*Pall
MARCH
Church of Christ
!levers were included in this
•
I., home economists at the Univer—
.By United Press
.14104 serer te
These words have come doyen prayer. Now,, we notice the, object.
lht.S. Of Kentucky.
SOW
•
.
,'
eraser
ter
refer
The army is testing a new-zry- '0 first - importance. they 'point through the ages beinn recogn.zed 'That they all may be one; as
•
WITII 001 NOT TATO
NUM
IOU
40, armored-1,8M - witte-h- rt nor''s- ectiL' isoahsufficient iiinount'lf 010;,-*--ag, 'words' ot wisdom' and trdth. thOu,',Father. art .in me, arid I ih
THAN 0.0.1.40 0.0101 ii
iii ill cut _fatal wounds as -mach as NM, minerals arid •vitaMins to keep Universally. this is 'recognize'd to thee, that'they also may be one in
A
30 ;o
40 per cent. .
,..------ the body in good repair and run- day. If we as citizens 'of. he Unit-. us." Then we notice Cie effect -was
. - A-- metal vest - has b
- Inatzl ring smoothly.. Meat, fish. poaltrv.. ed States den't unite in our efforts "that the world may believe that billt
previously aod in several, instances ,,cheese..• eggs and milk are; .e.i, for a better world and a better Thou didst send me." What then,
--Ade yew&
hos prehente-d P°s5,1-07; "''
rem re et
-4,cellent protein sources. Whilc; rniIks place to In • -then we will not he shall we thank God for the many
Arrele•
se ounds. The new vest, made of 12 1 i• essential. it •does not trice the able to stand as an independent religions today. when Christ pray1
.
16P-451)
"
ere
layers of. nylon will be '-eat''d in ! place of meat, say the
Tool
nation
boasting
of
freedom,
which
ed
that
we
might
all
be
one?
God
..1.• 0:4
boo* .1. Om.
••
der
homeeeo- combat for about four months lle-. 1. nomists. Whether one is sitting t•r in the past we have i tood for SO forbid.
ft- re the _ormy decides whether or , actively working, the amount
,-4 strong.
Not only did Christ pray for
rot,, it shouid be put into mass . protein needed, •is about the same.
Truly, today we need to take a Unity, but also his Apostle.; tauitht
. _ . _production_ ,
Fruits particularly tomatoes and stard for and put 'forth more ef- the necessity OS it. In I Cor. 1:19
• The purpose of the -"ft- i'arslcitrous fruits. s7egebibles. i-houid be
' •than ever before for this Paul in speaking. to Corinthian
•
fort
- Lientenahl Colonel Andrew A.:supplied
generously for their 'nine- guarantee of freedom and happi- brethren said "Now I beseech you,
-Alt.:es. head of a 4t1.-man test team. rats and vitamins.
Vegetable's cool/. ness.,Ve must be made to realize brethren. by Dal name of our
is more to save life than iim'o.
ed in their jackets are pmateularly that this can be occeimphshed only Lord Jesus Ch'1st, that ye all
The test. called "operation Boa,
" healthful.
by unity.
speak the same the same thing.
has among ats implications the nosAdas rower Arr.*
. Cereals, such as whole wheat,
Pea Veral IOW
OMNI door
Likewise: in Religion, wc must and that there be no division
•001.1 el•••• S•111
••• kill
wol T•11.•••••. —Ow
minlity that the vest will rethite oatmeal and wheat germ, are recomore
weer
•oly re erarre is
as.
serious wounds and the number mended for vitamin B-complex,
Seeds.
Tiny
part
for
Shallow
Drill
For Large Seed.
•••11.
of soldiers killed in action. throagh of whieh work for better hysight.
lalkao• Agrocultoral laxprr,rnent Jt•t.014
protection of the torso. ;
Taking on weight Is an indication
The army' say, that 60. to 30 -Pnr
Ileassesal Cycle of Sweetelover Weevil.
more fats. starches and saga's
: tent- of United Nations casualties in are being'eaten than are necessary
depended upon dust or sway at rate of 1½ to 2
have
Farmers who
Kcrea have been caused lay fraz- , for energy and
warmth itica C.1'.3sweetclover as their principal soil pounds of actual DDT to the acre.
mtntation. chunks • or. meta)
1 serts...,,pies and cakes are "frills to
Improvement legume or for other As a spray, use 1 gallon of 25 perinr mortar and artdlery shells, the add to the enjoyment af
uses can now breathe • sigh of re- cent DDT in 20 gallons of water per
Ladino clover, the greatest inner,
a meat
rnost serious, of which were in but they sholild not take the
lief. The principal enemy of this acre. Apply when sweetclover is in
vation in pasture legumes in the last
place
crop, the sweetclover weevil, can 2-leaf stage and when nearly IA of
• -. the torso area.
of moe imrportant foods ich in' 25 years, has recenny come into
be controlled. This insect has spread leaf surface has been destroyed but
prominence over almost the entire
Moe.' 'than X/ per cent of. these Proteins and minerals
throughout the Corn Belt and into not later, and be sure to spray the
United States. It has superseded
whim& have been fatal .
The home economists recommend
other areas where sweetclover is sweetclover plants. Earlier sprayalsace clover to a large extent in
The veto will be tested -M. `w" checking the day's
ing may waste time and material
grown. .
diet
awe
many areas. and has a much larger
sizes One. size 42, veeighc seven • it metudes at 'least one
The adult weevil, a small, slen- in delay may result in destruction
range of adaptation and use. Bea",',ing .o
perinds and 12 ounces. The °the; meat.
Flasidwg
der, dark-gray snout beetle about of crop.
cause of this situation it hat been
poultry or eggs: a milt
(Yearly Averages)
y's inch long, -comes out of hibernasize 46. weighs eight pounds aacc cr more, of milk used as
The Indiana station recommends
necessary to look to the best sources
illuttrated herea•
are
which
drills
tion in the Corn Belt in mid-April dusting a DDT-superphosphate mix"
fe.ui ounces They are etimpihod of erase or in
.of ved supply to meet the greatly
For Median She Seed.
Acres
ACREAGE
foods; a total of five
with.
second'
attacks
first
It
or earlier.
ture to the sweetclover in the very
expanding requirements. Fortu12 losers of nylon padded with a fruits and vegetables;
1940-13 . . . . 6,250
For tiny seeds, press the edge of
wliole main
year clover and thsn moves on to early seedling stage. Mix thoroughIt says on the seed packet: "Sow
nately. the rate of seeding is low.
1944-47 . . . . 14,000
"
For
soil.
the
one-quarter inch sponge rubber cereals or breads. and Dotter
into
stick
straight
a
young sweetclover seedlings, de- ly 4 pounds of 50 percent or 20
o
In drills," or "Sow en hills." This is
From la to 2 or 3 pounds per acre
1948-49 . . . . 23.400
medium sized seeds, make the drill
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surface
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without considering • • imports,
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cut,when about 90 to 95 per cent of
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gardener must take more care, to will serve.
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1952 planting. Its value in increasas soon as it appears.
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Verse 11 Thus he had a reason for
a zeason for giving the instructions
he did.
Once again we must accept these
words "United we stand -Divided
we fall."

No.1 Sweetclover Pest
Can Now Be Controlled

Seed Sowing-Takes- Care,
.
Is Not Precision job

Ladino Clover Seed Crop
Increased 9-Fold in 3 Years

Ladino Clover
"
Seed
U.S. Production
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Never before have we offered such a beautiful array
of the famous Natural Bridge Smarter Shoes
for Natural Walking-from the newest and smartest
dress patterns to beautifully tailored styles for
Informal street weal-expertly crafted from the
finest leathers in the season's most fashionable
colors. And, if you've never stepped into a pair
of Natural Bridge Shoes and experienced their
wonderful fit and walking comfort,don't delaycome in and ...
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Farmers Need Lots of Water—
And Much Of It Must Bellot
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Most farm families don't
how much hot water they use unless
they still are getting by, via "kettle
on the stove" methods. If so. they use
It sparingly and not in the quantities
they desire -or require - for good
health and approved farm management practices. The latter applies

ways to wash the cow's udders be
fore milking, to wash milking uten
ails. for watering calves, washing lh•
farmer's hands and to clean the to
struments used by milk testers
The installation of pressure wate
systems has been a boon to farmers
Such systerns provide running wate
for farm homes and enable them h
use electric water heaters This typ
of heater can be installed anvwheri
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CART4EATAIIPT:-WATER—olsea it comes to milk imam
eleanIna oporations.

ontrictit
Pretty is a picturePriv
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particularly to dairy farming, with nearest to the point where hot water
home needs the same in both farm is needed And, It provides hot water
and urban communities
at the turn of a faucet - a far cry
,
Let's talk about the home flan. Now from granddad's day of fetching water
that the rural "Saturday night bath" from the pump and heating it on the
Is rapidly becoming as outmoded as kitchen stove About 350 kwhr per
a city artist's supposed conception of month will be required to heat Water
a fanner-a tall, kangiing fellow with etectricatty for ti tactv.ry Of lout
As for the mine house-epfessure
• straw hat, pitch fork and a Schap
of hay stuck In one corner of his 4I41 mon-preseure. typhs Of ,electric
mouth-tt might -surprise -urtrasss -water-. heaters 'are - used in 'milk
dwellers to know the ,aipount of hot tmuses The pressure type is the same,
Water farm tarn:es use in a 'booth. as that, used in the home. Non Here Ire the records for a family of pressure or "pour-in" types are de. four: 486 gallons fur washing hands, signed so that farmers can draw off
224 gallons for tub baths'. 252 gallons one gallon of- water ht the bottom
for clIsh washing and 120 gallons faucet in exchange for a gallon of ,
for laundry. Add of-This amount, 60 cold ;water poured in - at the' top of
gallons per month for shaving needs the tank The amount of electricity
for the head of the house ant you used to heat water for dairy barn
have a rather impressive total.
purposes varies In general, however.
• Dairy farmers boost the amount farmers can figure that from 3 to 4
considerably since it :3 estimated that gallons of water can be heated elec4, from 7 to 10 tenons of. hot waitr are trically at a oust of about 1 kwhr,
required per day fe each 10 cows- depending on the temperature of the
'an average of 'boat 800 per month water entering the tank and that 414,
drawn off for use.
.tat 10-ettir hetd It's used An various.
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